JOHN COVID-19 EMPLOYEE EXPOSURE TRACKING

PROBLEM STATEMENT:
Jefferson, specifically JOHN, must track a lot of employees exposed to COVID-19 or at high risk of exposure to COVID-19.

JOHN, needed a solution to track employees exposed to COVID-19 (or at high risk of exposure) to keep employees safe and get quarantined employees back to work as soon as safely possible.

The following information would need to be captured about each exposed employee:

- Employment demographics
- Source of Risk
- Risk Level
- Symptoms (requested twice daily)

We iteratively built a data entry and dashboarding platform that has enabled JOHN to track over 2,500 employees exposed to COVID-19 or at high risk of exposure to COVID-19.

STEP ONE
The DICE Group developed online forms with JOHN uses to record employees in high risk departments, and to keep information gathered while talking to employees who called in to report an exposure.

STEP TWO
The platform then automates twice daily symptom tracking for each employee and serves as a record of when any quarantined employees can return to work.

REPORTING: Dashboards for Leadership

*Data displayed for visualization purposes. Does not contain real patient data